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“New normal” rainfall expectations endanger production
by Chuck Coffey / crcoffey@noble.org

Long-term
Average

can be defined as the
period of time from
1981-2010, a span of
30 years, when Oklahoma rainfall was
significantly more
abundant than it had
been in the previous 87 years. Figure
1 depicts yearly rainfall from 18952011 for Oklahoma. It also shows us
the trends in weather patterns by
depicting a five-year rolling average.
Until 1980, wet and dry periods
trended in seven- to 10-year cycles
with somewhat regular frequency.
However, from 1980-2010, the trend
remained wet – so much so that if we
calculate the average annual rainfall
for this period we were 3 inches
above our 117-year average of 34
inches. Folks, that is impressive, and
I’m not even a climatologist. I first
observed this phenomenon occurring
back in the 1990s and began writing
articles about drought. Just looking at
this chart caused me to begin telling
people that drought is normal and
should be expected 25 percent of the
time. What we were experiencing was
not “normal” and to prepare to pay
the fiddler.
From a livestock grazing perspective, drought can be defined as “slow
plant growth when you expect fast4

Figure 1. 1981 to 2010 – The “New Normal?” – 30 Years
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Figure 2. Probability of Rainfall Deviation
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FORAGE
growth” or “no growth when you
expect slow growth.” If we simply
define drought as receiving less than
29 inches of rainfall (greater than 5
inches below average) for Oklahoma,
then drought has occurred some 20
percent of the time since 1895 (Figure
2). By this definition, I believe we will
see the frequency of drought increase
over the coming 20 to 30 years.
It is also worth noting that severe
drought in Oklahoma – less than
24 inches of annual rainfall or more
than 10 inches below average – has
occurred 7.7 percent of the time since
1895. We have not seen this happen
since 1963. The drought of 2011 came
close with just over 25 inches. What
made the drought in 2011 so severe is
that it began in the fall of 2010 with a
dry winter and continued to stay dry
through the spring and summer. We
started off on the right foot in 2012,
but the rains quit when we needed
them the most, in May and June.
Simply put, you better quit
thinking animal numbers can rival
the capacity of the “new normal”
timeframe and adjust your stocking
rate to match the long-term average
of the last 117 years. In the near term,
most of us should consider reducing
stocking rates even further due to
the severity of stress caused by the
drought of 2011 to 2012. The “new
normal” was not normal; it was a
welcome anomaly and may not occur
again in our lifetimes.
On March 14, we will host the
Texoma Cattlemen’s Conference at
the Ardmore Convention Center. We
will discuss the near and long-term
weather outlook and focus on efficiencies of the beef industry in the coming
years. Hope to see you there. <
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media offers ways to connect
by Shane Porter, Web and New Media Manager / srporter@noble.org

How many of you have a Facebook page? Go ahead, raise

your hand. Good for you. You’ve joined a highly select group
of about 1 billion active users worldwide (about 15 percent
of the planet’s population) who are sharing their lives online
with friends and family.
Ten years ago, the concept of social media did not exist.
Today, social media sites like Facebook, Twitter (500 million
users) and YouTube (800 million users monthly) have revolutionized how we communicate and interact. Traditional media like the very
newsletter you’re reading offer one-way communication. We write. You read.
That’s the deal. Social media allows us to write, you to read, then we start a
dialogue about the topic. And the Noble Foundation has a lot we’d like to talk
with you about.
Established by Lloyd Noble, this organization is dedicated to advancing
agriculture through education and interaction with farmers, ranchers and
land managers, not to mention conducting world-class agricultural and plant
science research.
In the last year, we’ve increased our social media presence to make the
Noble Foundation more accessible, filling numerous sites with our stories,
information and findings, and seeking your feedback about topics important
to you. Most importantly, these platforms offer us an invaluable outlet to share
agriculture’s story as a whole. Below is a snapshot of each of the Noble Foundation’s social media outlets. So come visit us on one or all of them. Give us some
feedback. Connect. That’s what social media is all about.
• The Noble Foundation Facebook page provides an in-depth look at the
people, programs and research occurring every day on the organization’s
Ardmore, Okla., campus. Photos of visitors and tours are posted regularly,
and we often offer informational links, videos and event information.
• Noble’s Twitter account offers real-time news about agricultural issues,
as well as tidbits of timely advice affecting agricultural producers in the
Southern Great Plains. Through Twitter, Noble agricultural consultants relay
necessary tips to farmers and ranchers in real time. If, for instance, a particular pest is moving into the area (such as armyworms), consultants can alert
producers through our Twitter page.
• The Noble Foundation YouTube channel offers videos of recent agriculture
educational programs and – coming soon – we will have a series of “how-to”
videos for agricultural producers.
• Our Pinterest and Flickr pages present a more visual representation into
every aspect of Noble activities, including history, infrastructure, research
and agricultural programs.
• The Noble Foundation’s presence on LinkedIn provides job seekers the
ability to see employment opportunities. The page also offers a forum for
current and past researchers to connect in the Noble Alumni section. <
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LIVESTOCK

A biosecurity plan can reduce losses from diseases
by Deke Alkire / doalkire@noble.org

Infectious diseas-

es cost cattle producers millions of dollars
each year through
decreased performance, treatment
costs and death loss.
While not all losses
can be avoided, many can be prevented with a good biosecurity plan. Here
are some things to consider when
developing a biosecurity program for
your operation.

Determine the Threat

Each group of animals will have a different level of risk. For example, a virgin bull from a reputable breeder with
a complete vaccination and treatment
record would pose less threat to your
herd than a freshly weaned stocker
calf from the sale barn. In addition,
a mostly closed herd that produces
its own replacements could be at a
higher risk than operations that frequently introduce purchased animals.
Even healthy animals can be carriers
of a disease that could affect naïve
herds.
Consider the economic impact
of various pathogens and be sure
that animals are vaccinated prior to
purchase, or be prepared to manage
them accordingly to minimize the
impact. In any case, gather as much
information as possible about the
health management and vaccination
history before purchasing animals,
semen or embryos from an outside
source. If possible, have your veterinarian contact the seller’s veterinarian
prior to purchase.

Prevent Commingling

Manage arrivals to prevent any fence
line contact with existing animals for a

minimum of 30 days. Do not use common feeding areas and water sources.
Some groups may need to be separated longer, depending on the level
of risk that the animals pose to your
operation and the level of risk you are
comfortable with. This could be after
an observation period or after negative test results for various diseases.
Bulls and replacement females
from a reputable breeder may be
able to go into the herd quickly.
However, replacement females with
questionable backgrounds should
be managed as a separate herd until
confirmed pregnant with their next
calf. For high-risk stocker calves,
it is best to manage each group
separately for at least 45 days.

Limit Exposure

Pathogens can be transmitted in
many ways, including vehicles,
people, other livestock, pets and
wildlife. Limit equipment use to prevent fecal contamination of feed and
water sources. Also, plan your route
to feed sick or quarantined animals
last. Design facilities to minimize the
exposure of healthy animals to sick
ones, especially the sick pen, as well
as the location of the loading and
unloading area. Be aware of who you
allow on your operation and where
they have been, especially international visitors.
Always dispose of dead animals
properly, as soon as possible. Dogs
and wildlife are attracted to carcasses
and can spread pathogens to healthy
animals. Take precautions to prevent
exposure to any bodily fluids from
these animals. Thoroughly clean
equipment and clothes after handling
dead animals and avoid contact with
other animals.
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Sanitation

Keep working facilities, processing
equipment and trailers clean. Remove
fecal material and bodily fluids after
processing or hauling cattle. Dehorners, castration knives, oral tools and
ear notchers should be disinfected
and palpation gloves changed between animals. Needles should not
be used on more than 10 animals and
may need to be changed after each
use, depending on the risk of transmission and the diseases you are managing against. Always wash your hands
and clothes after processing and after
exposure to sick or dead animals prior
to contact with healthy livestock.
Also prevent or remove fecal
contamination from feed bunks and
water troughs. Drain and disinfect
water troughs as needed or between
animal groups.

Develop a Plan

Work with your veterinarian to develop a list of pathogens that you should
monitor, test for and/or prevent,
both in your existing herd and purchased animals. Outline quarantine,
processing and treatment protocols
that address biosecurity specific to
your operation, including a vaccination program for various groups of
purchased animals. Learn to identify
foreign animal diseases and have
a plan to report them quickly. Also
understand which pathogens affect
humans and the risks associated.
Consider the costs, benefits and
logistics of implementing your plan.
It must fit your operation to be
successful. Having a biosecurity plan
in place will help prevent disease
transmission, protect the animals
and people on your operation, and
improve profitability. <
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ECONOMICS

Tax legislation brings clarity for 2013
by Dan Childs / mdchilds@noble.org

Many have been

anxiously waiting
to see what Congress would do with
several of the tax
laws which were set
to expire at the end
of 2012. One of the
main concerns was expiring estate
tax legislation. In 2012, the exemption amount was $5.12 million per
estate with a 35 percent tax rate for
estates over that amount. The law in
2012 also allowed the executor of a
deceased spouse’s estate to transfer
any unused exemption to the surviving spouse, commonly referred to as
portability. Without new legislation,
the exemption amount would have
reverted back to $1 million with a 55
percent tax rate for estates over that
amount and no portability. With only
hours remaining before expiration of
the 2012 law, Congress passed legislation that permanently maintains the
2012 law, including portability, and
indexes it for inflation. As a result, the
exemption for 2013 will be roughly
$5.25 million. The exemption can adjust upward to $15 million over time.
One difference in the new legislation
is that estates valued over the exemption amount will be taxed at a 40
percent rate instead of the 2012 rate
of 35 percent. This new legislation will
allow families a better opportunity to
plan their estates.
At the end of 2012, what have
been referred to as Bush-era tax cuts
were scheduled to expire. The new
law permanently extends the 10
percent, 15 percent, 25 percent, 28
percent and 33 percent tax rates for
families with incomes below $450,000
and individuals with incomes below
$400,000. For incomes above these
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levels, the new tax rate will be 39.6
percent rather than the maximum
2012 tax rate of 35 percent.
Another concern was the capital
gain and dividend tax rates, and at
what level of taxable income the
new 3.8 percent Medicare surtax
will apply. Through the end of 2012,
the capital gain tax rate was zero for
taxpayers whose taxable income was
in the 10 and 15 percent tax bracket.
For taxpayers whose taxable income
was in the 25 percent tax bracket, the
capital gain and dividend tax rates
were 15 percent. The new law extends
the current capital gain and dividend
rates to individuals with taxable
income below $400,000 and families
with taxable income below $450,000
for taxable years beginning after Dec.
31, 2012. For taxpayers with taxable
income above these levels, the rate for
both capital gains and dividends will
be 20 percent. The Medicare surtax of
3.8 percent on investment income will
also apply to individuals with adjusted
gross income above $200,000 and
families with adjusted gross income of
$250,000. When applicable, the total
capital gain tax rate could be 18.8
percent, 23.8 percent or as much as
25 percent, depending on both the
adjusted gross income and taxable
income for each taxpayer.
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The Section 179 election to deduct
the cost of depreciable assets rather
than amortize them over a number of
years has been very popular. In 2010
and 2011, the maximum amount that
could be expensed was $500,000
with a dollar-for-dollar phase out of
the deduction for expenditures on
investments over $2 million. In 2012,
the maximum amount was $139,000
with a phase out of $560,000. In
2013, the maximum amount was to
be decreased to $25,000. However,
the new legislation brought back
the $500,000 level for both 2012 and
2013. In 2014, it is scheduled to drop
back to the $25,000 level. In addition,
the 50 percent first year bonus depreciation that was to expire at the end
of 2012 was extended through the
end of 2013.
These two sections of the law will
provide taxpayers substantial flexibility in managing taxable income for
one more year. There were additional
provisions of the legislation that
pertained to a permanent fix to the
alternative minimum tax, built-in
gains of conversions of S Corporations, and the phase out of itemized
deductions and exemptions for high
income earners, plus others. As more
information comes to light, I will
make it available. <

SOILS

Top-dress strategies optimize winter forage yield
by Jagadeesh Mosali / jmosali@noble.org

Depending on

your crop rotation,
most of your crop
ground allocated
to winter production could be either
under winter pasture
(wheat, rye, oats and
triticale) or winter canola. Nitrogen
(N) top-dress application is typically
carried out in February. You can calculate top-dress application either by
applying nutrients based on soil test
results or by using new technology,
like GreenSeeker® to make fertilizer
recommendations.
If fall N was applied, some or
most of that N might still be available for spring growth. Soil-available
N can be determined by taking soil
samples from two different depths
(0 to 6 inches and 6 to 12 inches)
and sending it to a laboratory for soil
testing. Be sure you are collecting
a representative sample of the field
rather than sampling a high yielding
or low yielding part of your field.
Graze-out and dual-purpose
winter pastures require more N
compared to grain-only production. About 140 pounds is required if
grazing is involved, whereas 2 pounds
of N is required for every bushel of
yield goal in a grain-only system.
For example, if your yield goal is 50
bushels, then you need 100 pounds
of N total, including soil residual for a
grain-only system.
For winter canola, about 50
pounds of N is required for every
1,000-pound yield goal. One-third
should have been applied in fall and
the remaining two-thirds should be
applied this spring as top-dress. If you
have not corrected phosphorus (P)
and potassium (K) needs at planting,

it is advisable to look at the soil test
report to see if your field requires any
of those nutrients and correct them.
Top-dress N will not be efficient if P
and K are deficient.
The other way to calculate
top-dress applications is using
technology like GreenSeeker®, which
is an optical measuring device that
detects plant nitrogen requirements.
For this technology to work better,
you should have your strip applied
near planting time in fall. A reference
strip could be either a N-rich strip or a
ramp calibration strip. The N-rich strip
is the part of the field where N is not
deficient regardless of the growing
conditions. If the winter pasture is
used for dual purpose, pull the cattle
off at least two weeks prior to sensing
so there is sufficient plant growth to
make an accurate recommendation.
To get an accurate N rate recommendation from the reference strip,
you need to use a GreenSeeker®
sensor. Based on the reflected light

from the crop canopy, the Green
Seeker® sensor measures the normalized difference vegetative index. This
index will then be used to predict
yield potential for this year on that
reference strip for that particular field.
A N recommendation will then be
made based on the difference from
the reference strip to the rest of the
field. You can get the recommendation if you have a GreenSeeker®
handheld unit and input the required
data on the website (www.soiltesting.
okstate.edu/SBNRC/SBNRC.php ).
For winter canola recommendations
using GreenSeeker®, contact Brian
Arnall at Oklahoma State University (web1.pss.okstate.edu/people/
faculty/arnall/arnall.htm).
You also need to have your fertilizer spreaders calibrated so the
intended application rate is applied
instead of over- or under-applying,
both of which are detrimental to
your pocket. <
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Association represents prescribed burn practitioners
by Russell Stevens / rlstevens@noble.org

Applying pre-

scribed fire to landscapes for wildlife
habitat, forage production, woody plant
management, etc.,
mimics one of nature’s most important
natural processes. Many landowners
already use prescribed fire for accomplishing their management goals.
However, most landowners do not,
due to fear of liability as well as a lack
of knowledge, labor and equipment.
Arguably, fear of liability is the
overriding concern among landowners, but solving knowledge, labor and
equipment shortfalls goes a long way
toward mitigating liability concerns.
Knowledgeable landowners who
are well equipped with an informed
crew are less concerned about
liability because they understand
and manage the process and risks
involved. If any part of the process
does not fall in place for a particular burn and/or the risk is too high,
knowledgeable landowners simply
lay their plans aside for a better day
and situation. However, the best of
plans can sometimes go wrong, and
properly planning and preparing for
a prescribed fire does not guarantee
immunity from accidents. Therefore,
fear of liability, lack of knowledge,
lack of labor and inadequate equip-

ment remain real concerns and need
to be addressed so more landowners
can use prescribed fire to achieve
their land management goals.
To accomplish this, efforts are
ongoing to further develop the
Oklahoma Prescribed Burn Association (OPBA). The OPBA will serve
several functions, but will primarily
serve as an umbrella for all of the
local prescribed burn associations in
the state, generating grant monies
to help secure tools and equipment;
coordinate education and training
events and materials for all association members, fire fighters and the
general public; and serve as a voice
at the State Capitol for the proper
use of and need for prescribed fire
in Oklahoma. Currently, there are 15
local prescribed burn associations
in Oklahoma and more are needed.
Some of these are active and some
are not. Therefore, another major
function of the OPBA will be to assist
with the formation of additional local
associations and reactivate those
that are inactive.
Efforts are also currently underway
to obtain affordable insurance for
landowners who apply prescribed fire
to their property. The OPBA can play
a key role or perhaps even provide
an avenue for insurance companies
to provide insurance policies for
prescribed burning. A certain number
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or level of education and training
events developed and coordinated by
the OPBA and other entities can serve
as basic requirements for landowners
to qualify for insurance coverage. This
may include online training modules,
on-site workshops and participation
in prescribed burns. Oklahoma State
University, The Samuel Roberts Noble
Foundation, the Natural Resources
Conservation Service and other
entities provide prescribed burn training each year for landowners. Some of
this training has been sponsored by
local prescribed burn associations.
While the requirements may not
be palatable to some landowners,
the point is to qualify for insurance – not restrict burning. Because
Oklahoma is a “strict liability” law
state, landowners can conduct a
prescribed burn without the approval
of any entity, but they are liable for
any consequences of their fire. In
addition to following procedures
outlined in Notification Requirements
and Considerations for Safe and Lawful
Prescribed Burning in Oklahoma,
insurance is another tool to help
mitigate liability concerns.
For questions regarding the
formation of a local prescribed
burn association, contact the Noble
Foundation or Oklahoma State
University Natural Resources Ecology
and Management Department. <

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Photo contest offers a chance to share agricultural passion
by Broderick Stearns, Staff Photographer / bnstearns@noble.org

As the Noble Foundation pho-

tographer, I’ve helped chronicle this
organization’s history for more than
15 years – every event, every person,
every day.
Through my lens, I’ve captured the
simple, majestic beauty of life in the
country: a wheat field waving under
a cloudless sky, children laughing as
they ride horseback, a prairie sunset.
These images have defined my
career and my life. For years, I’ve had
the great privilege of sharing these
images with you through our various
publications.

Now it’s your turn.

Every year, the Noble Foundation’s
Communications Department produces an agricultural calendar that
we give to our cooperators – the
farmers and ranchers with whom we
work side-by-side as part of our nocost consultation program.
Past calendars had only my photographs, but the 2014 calendar will not.
Throughout this year, the Noble
Foundation will hold a contest for
agricultural photographers living in
the Southern Great Plains. Winners
will earn one of 12 coveted spots in
the Noble Foundation’s 2014 calendar, plus prizes. The cover photo
– and grand prize winner – will be
selected by popular vote on our
Facebook page next fall.
Photographs can be anything to
do with your operation or agriculture
in general – from landscapes and
farmers to rural life and wildlife. If it
involves agriculture, you can submit it.
As you prepare to take your
photographs, remember the words
of famous landscape photographer
Ansel Adams, who once said, “A
great photograph is one that fully

expresses what one feels,
in the deepest sense,
about what is being
photographed.”
In other words,
let your passion for
agriculture flow
through your camera.
Good luck to all. <

2013

Prizes:

Ranch
• All winning
Mana
gemen
photos will be
t Cale
ndar
published in the
Noble Foundation’s
2014 agricultural calendar.
• The grand prize winning entry will
also be placed on the cover of the
2014 calendar and the photogration (300 resolution at 9x12 inches).
pher will receive a Noble FoundaPhotos from smartphones will
tion gift basket that will include
not meet this required resolution.
pecans, a grazing stick and other
Photos need to be submitted in JPG
assorted items.
format and be taken on an 8 mega• The other 11 finalists will receive
pixel or higher resolution camera.
their choice of a Noble Foundation
Digital entries may be emailed to
grazing stick or one of the organizacalendarcontest@noble.org.
tion’s special publications (White• Entries may also be mailed as 9”x12”
tailed Deer, Pecan Production, or
prints or as digital files on a CD to:
Trees, Shrubs and Woody Vines).
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

Eligibility rules:

• Photos should be of agricultural subjects in either Oklahoma or Texas.
• Submitted photographs will not
be returned and the photographer
grants the Noble Foundation a perpetual, royalty-free right to publish
the photograph in the 2014 agricultural calendar, on the Foundation’s
website and in printed materials or
through other means of communication and visual media that relate
to the Foundation’s educational
programs, philanthropic activities
and overall mission.
• Digital entries must be high resolu-

Attention: Calendar Contest
2510 Sam Noble Parkway
Ardmore, OK 73401

• Please include a “Calendar Contest” entry form for all submitted photos. You can download
the entry form at www.noble.
org/2014calendarcontest.
• All photos must have a horizontal
orientation to fit the calendar layout.
• The photo contest period will include
any images taken between Oct. 1,
2012, and Sept. 15, 2013. Keep in
mind that we will need photographs
from seasons throughout the year.
• All photos must be submitted by
midnight, Sept. 15, 2013.
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